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Traditionally, work has been the best route out of
poverty. Yet in recent years, the certainty of this
pathway has become increasingly challenged.
450,000 children in London are in poverty despite
living in a household where someone is working.3 35
per cent of people in part-time working families and
nine per cent of people in full-time working families
in London are in poverty. The share of people in
working poverty in London is higher than in the rest
of the country, and this share has continued to grow
over the last decade.

In inner boroughs the situation is particularly tough.
Already struggling to meet the inflated costs of inner
city living, planned cuts to in-work support over this
Parliament will further entrench difficulties for
these families. Not all households are able to take
on further working hours, including lone parents,
households with a disabled person, or those with
additional caring responsibilities.

YOUNG FAMILIES CAN OWN
by Israel Abraham
Help For Young Families have just recently launched the OWN iiT project
which gives non-repayable funds that enable qualifying young adult
who have graduated from University an opportunity of getting on to the
housing ladder. The first three months will be spent on collating
information to verify the eligibility of candidates. The process is highly
competitive so we are determined to ensure that everyone who applies
is given an equal chance based on eligibility.
This is just one of HFYF projects. It's main focus is Grants for supporting
and building capacity for young working families in order to, over time
become self-financing. HFYF Grants projects are also widely used and
to cover three core focuses. Enterprise, Education, Home ownership
(Primary residence)

A Grant that
keeps on giving.
Make it count.
Find out if you're
eligible

Beyond the weak earnings and incomes performance of
young adults today, HFYF have identified two major trends
which barely featured in political debate for much of the
20th century. The first is that risk is being transferred from
firms and government to families and individuals, in their
jobs, their pensions and the houses they live in. Owning
property has always been the answer and statistics states
that it always will

The second is that assets are growing in
importance as a determinant of people’s
living standards, and asset ownership is
becoming concentrated within older
generations – on average only those born
before 1960 have benefited from Britain’s
wealth boom to the extent that they have
been able to improve on the asset
accumulation of their predecessors. Both
trends risk weakening the social contract
between the generations that the state
has a duty to uphold, as well as
undermining the notion that individuals
have a fair opportunity to acquire wealth
by their own efforts during their working
lives. The OWN iiT Project is both a
campaign arm as well as grant fund
distributed by the Home Deposit Grant. All
directed precisely at this problem. Help
For Young Families and OWN iiT are
actively fighting to close that gap by in the
three year window that we have.

OWN IIT'S BEEN AT IT AGAIN
by Timothy Cortes
Nine Universities participated in the Talent shows sponsored by OWN iiT
last month. “It is a great experience and opportunity for people like me”
Said Sacha Khan at the University of Leicester. Kicking off with
Nottingham and ending with the University of Derbyshire. Prizes
ranging from all sorts of medals. In total we signed up 1200 students
interested in a grant for their home and got 50 quizzes back. It's been
quite informative to know young people want to leave home. Some not
quite yet and others had actually made enquiries before bumping into
us
“The future for young people is brighter with help and grants like this”
said Timothy Pope from the University of Nottingham Trent while giving
a interview last month. There were dance groups, bands and a few
poems and are quite a number of solos across all universities 58 in total!
A very big thank you to all the volunteers
as well as the OWN iTT team and everyone
who had made it such a success. We're
hoping to do it again next year and
possibly sooner. Thank you for all the
University Staff that made it possible as
well as Student Unions keep an eye out for
OWN iiT's doughnuts stands. If you would
like to be a social campaign volunteer
don't forget to get in touch. We’re happy,
grateful and always need the help a
home..

HOW DOES IT WORK AGAIN
by Timothy Cortes

It works
Your Grant

Never pay it back
No savings needed

incredibly well
with Help For
Young Families
because it means
you do not have
to put any money

This is what Charities had been pushing
for years. The Help to Buy equity loan
scheme was launched on 1 April 2013 in a
bid to help struggling first-time buyers or
people finding it hard to move up the
rungs of the property ladder.
First-time buyers AND people looking to
move are eligible, but it's only available
on new-builds in England and Wales.
It works incredibly well with Help For
Young Families because it means you do
not have to put any money down.
The scheme remains open – it ends in 2021
– so you can still take a loan out. In short
it works like this...
You have to cough up a 5% deposit (why
cough when you can get a grant) A grant is
never paid back.

down..

The Government then lends you up to 20%
of the property price (or 40% if you're
buying in London). This part is called
the equity loan and it's interest-free for
the first five years.
The remaining 75% is then covered by a
standard mortgage.
To qualify for the government bonus, the
property you are buying must:
be in the UK
have a purchase price of up to £250,000
(or up to £450,000 in London)
be the only home you will own
be where you intend on living
be purchased with a mortgage

HOMEDEPOSITGRANT.ORG
A Grant Fund For Graduates
Doing away with paper application forms and concentrating on a single
online form the HomeDepositGrant.org. it will serve as the unitary grant
application form for all things home deposit grants. Saving on
administrative costs and time so more of our funds and effort go to core
functions.
Thank you Volunteers for all the paper coping and filling in. We'll get a few
more reminders sent to you. It's been something we've been looking at
for sometime and hurrah it's here. All pending applications will be
updated at homedepositgrant.org and any in the future will go directly to
homedepositgrant.org including applications for helpforyoungfamilies
and OWN iiT

HURRAH

Sponsored
By

9 UNIVERSITIES PARTICIPATED IN THE

TALENT SHOW
Trophies, medals, gift certificates and cash prizes.
Fantastic performances.

Over 200 students of our targeted 1,200 signed up for
the HOME DEPOSIT GRANT FUND !

